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Have you experienced a life improvement from TrueLifeSkills products? Met someone through TrueLifeSkills events?
Read some testimonials from individuals who have attended Dr. Sabongui's Seminars and participated in his 3-day
Transformational Workshops. If you would like to share your comments regarding any of our events and/or resources, or
have a success story to tell, we would love to hear from you!

- Broadcasting Messages to Women...Learn How to Speak This Language More Effectively Read More...
"The past few days have felt like I've been re-tuning my life. This weekend was powerful in plethora and intensity of ideas
presented..."
...Alex, NY Transformational Workshop participant

- Doc's Healthy Approach Towards Dating Read More...
"Learn even more about Doc's healthy approach towards dating. Even men who have multiple partners regularly in their
lives still feel a void that they are looking to fill and Doc teaches men how to get the most out of their lives by creating the
image for themselves that they want the most. Doc helps men to create a dynamic social life and reap the rewards of that
social network - a network that is naturally attracting the type of women you want in your life..."
...Noah, President of NYC Lair

- 3-Day Transformational Workshop Review Read More...
"I just finished Doc's three day workshop. It was excellent and I recommend it. Doc and his assistants cover a few topics.
I can't get into the specifics as that is what the [workshop] covers, but an outline with my comments is below..."
...A.J., NY Transformational Workshop participant

- Not What I Expected Read More...
"Last week, I was asked to attend Dr. Amir Sabongui's seminars on dating, as a photographer. The first seminar was for
women; the second was for men. To be honest, I wasn't exactly sure what to expect since I had never attended an event
like this..."
...Susie, Montreal Seminar
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